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Introduction and Administrative
Restroom and Refreshments are up to you.

If you want to receive WINGS credit for this session you 
should have when you completed your Zoom meeting 
registration

I will use that information to validate WINGS participation.



IMC Club Purpose
The IMC Club’s purpose is to promote instrument flying, proficiency, 
and safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to 
share information, provide recognition, foster communications, 
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying.

IMC Club is a subsidiary of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
Continued participation in IMC Club activities requires an active EAA 
membership. See your meeting coordinator for more information.



IMC Club Presentation Archive
The slides from these presentations can reviewed at:

https://eaa1361.org/

Select:  Blog - Flight Training - IMC Club Presentations

https://eaa1361.org/


Notes From Last Meeting
You were flying a 1974 Piper Warrior with a standard 6-Pak. The aircraft was certified for IFR flight, however it 
did not have an IFR certified GPS in the instrument panel

You and your friend were planning to fly from your home base of Indianapolis Greenwood (KHFY) to Hancock, 
MI (KCMX). It was November and it appeared that weather will be a factor.

It is assumed that this event occurred before the age of ForeFlight and other EFB applications so that it was 
upon the pilot to ensure that ann applicable charts and documents were available in the aircraft.

Any questions or comments?



Announcements
Wed, Oct 27 - EAA Chapter 1361 Board of Directors Meeting - Online using Zoom

Tue, Nov 2 - VMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online via Zoom -  VMC Club is Back!

Thu, Nov 4 - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6 PM  Reno-Stead Terminal and via Zoom

Sun, Nov 7 - Daylight Savings Time Ends - ‘Fall Back’

Sat, Nov 20 - RTAG Fly-out to Auburn, CA - see renoaviation.org

Tue, Nov 23 - ( Fourth Tuesday) - IMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom 

    



Discussion Questions ?

Anyone have a question, comment or scenario they would like to discuss?

    



Discussion - Quiz Time!

    



1. When fuel planning under IFR, you must have enough fuel in order to do 
what? (assuming you need an alternate)

A. Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the alternate and thereafter 
for 45 minutes at the best range speed.

B. Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the closest alternate and 
thereafter for 30 minutes at the normal cruise speed.

C.   Fly to the first airport of intended landing, go missed approach, attempt a 
second approach and thereafter for 30 minutes at the normal cruise speed.

D.   Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the alternate and thereafter 
for 45 minutes at the normal cruise speed.



1. When fuel planning under IFR, you must have enough fuel in order to do 
what? (assuming you need an alternate)

A. Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the alternate and thereafter 
for 45 minutes at the best range speed.

B. Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the closest alternate and 
thereafter for 30 minutes at the normal cruise speed.

C.   Fly to the first airport of intended landing, go missed approach, attempt a 
second approach and thereafter for 30 minutes at the normal cruise speed.

D.   Fly to the first airport of intended landing, to the alternate and thereafter 
for 45 minutes at the normal cruise speed.

14 CFR 91.167 requires you to carry enough fuel onboard the aircraft in order to go to the first airport 
of intended landing, then to the alternate and thereafter for 45 minutes at normal cruising speed.



2. You are planning a trip from St.Paul, MN (KSTP) to Fosston, MN (KFSE). The 
weather at KFSE requires an alternate according to 14 CFR 91.169(b)(2)(i). You 
choose an alternate of Grand Forks, ND (KGFK). They have one ILS approach (except 
the glideslope is inoperative), a LOC BC approach and multiple RNAV approaches. 
What does the weather have to be in Grand Forks, and during what time to file it as an 
alternate?

A. 2000’ ceiling and 3 SM visibility at the ETA

B. 800’ ceiling and 2 SM visibility at the ETA

C. 600’ ceiling and 2 SM visibility an hour before and an hour after the ETA

D. 800’ ceiling and 2 SM visibility at the ETA
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Since the glideslope is inoperative in Grand Forks, this means the only option is to use the 
nonprecision approach minimums. 14 CFR 91.169(c)(1)(B) states that, for planning purposes, the 
airport that you choose to use for your alternate must have at least 800' ceilings and a visibility of 2 
SM at your ETA. 



3. You're flying a Cessna 210 with a Vs0 of 57 knots. The ATIS reports that you will 
have a strong tailwind on the approach to Runway 23, so you plan to circle to land 
on Runway 5. You prefer to maintain 110 knots while circling. Which approach 
minimums should you apply for this approach?

    
A. 229 - ½ 
B. 380 - ⅝ 
C. 520 - 1
D. 520 - 1 ½



3. You're flying a Cessna 210 with a Vs0 of 57 knots. The ATIS reports that you will 
have a strong tailwind on the approach to Runway 23, so you plan to circle to land 
on Runway 5. You prefer to maintain 110 knots while circling. Which approach 
minimums should you apply for this approach?

    A. 229 - ½ 
B. 380 - ⅝ 
C. 520 - 1
D. 520 - 1 ½

Although 1.3 * 57 = 74 knots, making it a category A aircraft, the decision to fly the 
circling maneuver at 110 knots means that category B circling minimums of 520 - 1
should apply 



4.  Why are the Mustang and Squaw Valley VORTAC frequencies underlined?



4. The underline means no voice is transmitted on 117.9, so if you were contacting Flight Service, 
you couldn't hear them on this frequency.

Aeronautical Chart User’s guide, IFR Enroute Low & High Charts, Navigation & Communication 
Boxes



5.  You're contacting flight 
service on 122.1. What 
frequency will you hear them 
on?

    A. 122.1
B. Channel 45
C. 122.3
D. 110.8



5.  You're contacting flight 
service on 122.1. What 
frequency will you hear them 
on?

    A. 122.1
B. Channel 45
C. 122.3
D. 110.8

This is a receive-only frequency. You'll transmit to flight service on 122.1, but you'll hear FSS on the 
voice channel of the BZM VOR, 110.8.

Aeronautical Chart User’s guide, IFR Enroute Low & High Charts, Navigation & Communication 
Boxes



6. If you are following the glideslope, 
you will pass ______ the SKIRT 
step-down fix altitude.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
A. Above
B. At
C. Below
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Normally, while descending on a glideslope, you will pass at or above any published 
step-down fix altitudes along the final segment. However, on this procedure, you will 
actually pass below the SKIRT step-down fix altitude. The numbers located above 
the descent path in the profile view indicate your glideslope crossing altitudes at 
those fixes. This allows us to see that the glideslope crosses SKIRT at 2,671 feet, 
versus the step-down fix altitude of 2,720 feet.



A. No, you needed to have flown a holding pattern 3 times
B. Yes, you have completed the requirements to be current.
C. No, you haven’t completed the required approaches

- ILS 34, RNAV 23, Holding, Tracking/Intercepting - 4/24/2021
- VOR/DME 22, ILS 26, Holding - 8/6/2021
- ILS 34 - 9/18/2021
- RNAV 23, LOC/BC 22, Tracking/Intercepting - 10/25/2021

7.  You review your logbook to determine if you are IFR current and you see the 
following. Are you current to act as PIC on an IFR flight on 10/31/2021?
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14 CFR 61.57
(c) Instrument experience. Except as provided in paragraph (e) of this section, a person may act as 

pilot in command under IFR or weather conditions less than the minimums prescribed for VFR only if:

(1) Use of an airplane, powered-lift, helicopter, or airship for maintaining instrument experience. 
Within the 6 calendar months preceding the month of the flight, that person performed and logged at least 
the following tasks and iterations in an airplane, powered-lift, helicopter, or airship, as appropriate, for the 
instrument rating privileges to be maintained in actual weather conditions, or under simulated conditions 
using a view-limiting device that involves having performed the following -

(i) Six instrument approaches.

(ii) Holding procedures and tasks.

(iii) Intercepting and tracking courses through the use of navigational electronic systems. 

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/section-61.57#p-61.57(e)


8. You have requested and ATC has approved your request for VFR-on-top while 
on an IFR clearance. Therefore, you

A.  Should set your transponder to code 1200

B. Must fly appropriate IFR altitudes

C. Must fly appropriate VFR altitudes

D. Must maintain 1 SM of visibility and remain clear of clouds
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AIM 4-4-8 (& 5-5-13) also Reference: FAA Order JO 7110.65Z Section 7-3-1
IFR Clearance VFR-on-top

1. A pilot on an IFR flight plan operating in VFR weather conditions, may request VFR-on-top in lieu of an assigned altitude. This permits a pilot to 
select an altitude or flight level of their choice (subject to any ATC restrictions.)

2. Pilots desiring to climb through a cloud, haze, smoke, or other meteorological formation and then either cancel their IFR flight plan or operate 
VFR‐on‐top may request a climb to VFR‐on‐top. The ATC authorization must contain either a top report or a statement that no top report is 
available, and a request to report reaching VFR‐on‐top. Additionally, the ATC authorization may contain a clearance limit, routing and an 
alternative clearance if VFR-on-top is not reached by a specified altitude.

3. A pilot on an IFR flight plan, operating in VFR conditions, may request to climb/descend in VFR conditions.
4. ATC may not authorize VFR-on-top/VFR conditions operations unless the pilot requests the VFR operation or a clearance to operate in VFR 

conditions will result in noise abatement benefits where part of the IFR departure route does not conform to an FAA approved noise abatement 
route or altitude.

5. When operating in VFR conditions with an ATC authorization to “maintain VFR-on-top/maintain VFR conditions” pilots on IFR flight plans must:
1. Fly at the appropriate VFR altitude as prescribed in 14 CFR Section 91.159.
2. Comply with the VFR visibility and distance from cloud criteria in 14 CFR Section 91.155 (Basic VFR Weather Minimums).
3. Comply with instrument flight rules that are applicable to this flight; i.e., minimum IFR altitudes, position reporting, radio communications, 

course to be flown, adherence to ATC clearance, etc.

 NOTE- Pilots should advise ATC prior to any altitude change to ensure the exchange of accurate traffic information.

6. ATC authorization to “maintain VFR-on-top” is not intended to restrict pilots so that they must operate only above an obscuring meteorological 
formation (layer). Instead, it permits operation above, below, between layers, or in areas where there is no meteorological obscuration. It is 
imperative, however, that pilots understand that clearance to operate “VFR-on-top/VFR conditions” does not imply cancellation of the IFR flight 
plan.

7. Pilots operating VFR-on-top/VFR conditions may receive traffic information from ATC on other pertinent IFR or VFR aircraft. However, aircraft 
operating in Class B airspace/TRSAs must be separated as required by FAA Order JO 7110.65, Air Traffic Control.

 NOTE- When operating in VFR weather conditions, it is the pilot's responsibility to be vigilant so as to see-and-avoid other aircraft.

8. ATC will not authorize VFR or VFR-on-top operations in Class A airspace. 



9.  What is the height of the decision altitude above the runway threshold 
for the straight-in ILS Y 19 approach?

A. 1889 feet
B. 1200 feet
C. 1115 feet
D. 414 feet
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10. While flying the ILS Z 19 approach 
with a planned to circle to land on Runway 
1, your missed approach point should be 
the point where the glideslope reaches the 
circling MDA.

A. True

B. False



10. While flying the ILS Z 19 approach 
with a planned to circle to land on Runway 
1, your missed approach point should be 
the point where the glideslope reaches the 
circling MDA.

A. True

B. False

The missed approach point for a straight-in ILS approach is defined to be the point where the 
glideslope crosses the decision altitude. Since circling minimums are published as a minimum descent 
altitude, rather than a decision altitude, they technically only apply to non-precision approaches. 
Therefore, whenever you fly an ILS approach to circling minimums, you're effectively flying the 
localizer approach and just following the glideslope. This means that, regardless of whether you're 
following the glideslope or not, when you're planning to circle, your missed approach point is the 
same as the straight-in non-precision missed approach point, in this case WEVON. Of course you can 
start climbing as soon as you decide to go missed, but you shouldn't make any turns until you're past 
the actual missed approach point. Ref. AIM 5-4-20 (f)(4). 

https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/media/aim.pdf


Tonight’s Scenario

You are flying a Beechcraft Debonair with a standard 6-Pak, a Garmin 430W and a second NAV/COM. 

It's Saturday morning and you are going to fly from your home base of  in Olathe, KS(KOJC), just 
south of Kansas City to Lee's Summit Muni (KLXT) just 18 NM NE to help out with a Young Eagles 
Rally.. 

Let's see how that goes...

[Hint:  If it all went well, it wouldn’t be a scenario….]



Comments about tonight’s scenario and/or quiz?



Next IMC Club Meetings
Online at 6 PM:  

Nov 23

Dec 28

Jan 25



Coordinated by:
EAA Chapter 1361, Inc.

Meetings: 6 pm on 1st Thursday of the Month

Reno-Stead Airport Terminal Meeting Room

Contact: imc-club@eaa1361.org

https://eaa1361.org

Click on ‘Membership’ to join online.

mailto:imc-club@eaa1361.org
https://eaa1361.org

